We have modeled the additive-pulse modelocked (APM) laser with a set of four nonlinear difference equations, that describe the transit of optical pulses through the main cavity and through an external cavity containing a single-mode optical fiber. Simulating the system under several parameter variations, including fiber length, gain, and fiber coupling, we have observed period-doubling bifurcations into chaos. In addition, the model predicted large regimes of quasiperiodicity, and crisis transitions between different chaotic regions. We have used the method of nearest neighbors, Lyapunov exponents, and attractor reconstruction to characterize the chaotic regimes and the different types of bifurcations. We have included bandwidth-limiting and monitoring provisions to prevent non-physical solutions. To our knowledge, this is the first such characterization of chaos in the APM laser, as well as the first evidence of crisis behavior.
INTRODUCTION
Quasiperiodicity, period-doublings, and chaos have recently been identified in the pulsed output of the additive-pulse modelocked (APM) laser 1, 2] , sparking a renewed interest in this system related to the study and possible exploitation of these complex nonlinearities. In this paper, we present the results of discrete mathematical simulations aimed at properly characterizing the dynamics of the APM laser through the calculation of embedding dimension and Lyapunov exponents, the analysis of un- 
FIGURE
The NaC1 APM laser cavity.
is exactly matched in length to the main cavity. Considered alone, the main cavity is either synchronously pumped or actively modelocked (e.g.
by an acousto-optic modulator [9] ) to produce relatively long (10ps) pulses. In the APM configuration, a fraction of the pulsed output power is coupled onto the optical fiber of the external cavity, and then retroreflected back to recombine with the pulses circulating in the main cavity. The small fiber core diameter leads to high peak intensities, causing a frequency chirp due to nonlinear self-phase modulation (SPM 
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The b fields generated above make a round trip traverse of their respective cavities in becoming a fields. Defining all of the optical processes in those traverses allows us to develop a description of the pulse evolution which can then be iterated. From   Fig. 1 
where go is the small-signal gain, [11] . Given these parameters, the normalized gain versus frequency can be expressed as 
SIMULATION RESULTS
We first tested the APM model by simulating the steady-state operation of the laser. Given Eqs. (2) and (3) which explain the recombination of pulses al and a2, and Eqs. (6), (7), and (13) Fig. 4 shows that the laser exhibits seemingly unstable behavior after a length of 27 cm. Figure 5 shows the time progression and phasespace orbit of the output energies, with the discrete data connected for clarity. We observe that the output is periodic, with a period of about 17. pulses are coincident in phase-space, indicating two, incommensurate frequencies. As the fiber length increases beyond 27cm, similar analysis shows that the output remains quasiperiodic, with the orbit in phase-space simply becoming more convoluted.
We next repeated the fiber length variation with increased forward and backward fiber coupling coefficients of 0.8 and 0.9, respectively, close to the upper limit of achievable laboratory conditions. We chose to vary the coupling coefficients because they not only perturb the SPM, but also increase the interference between the main and external cavities while remaining readily adjustable laboratory parameters. Figure 6 shows the resulting bifurcation diagram when the output pulse energies are again plotted for each value of fiber length. We see the laser bifurcate from period-one to periodtwo behavior around 9 cm, followed by a perioddoubling cascade into chaos, much like the well-known logistic map. Figure 7 shows a closeup of the unstable region, where the chaotic behavior suddenly drops into a stable orbit near l-16.30cm, again period-doubles into chaos, transitions to another seemingly chaotic region, then reverse bifurcates to a stable orbit.
To properly conclude that these instabilities are indeed chaos, we sought to calculate a largest Lyapunov exponent for each of the three unstable regions of Fig. 7 Wolf et al. [13] Figure 8 shows the result of such a calculation for each unstable region of Fig. 7 , and the proper embedding dimension is three in each case. Knowing the proper embedding dimension, we next reconstructed the phase-space orbits, using n=32000 output iterations of the model for a given set of parameters in each chaotic region, and the delayed coordinates n, n + 1, and n + 2. One attractor from each region is shown in Figs. 9-11: the first two regions actually yield two attractors each, one for each of the two major branches of the bifurcation diagram, while the third region consists of four distinct attractors, due to the underlying period-four behavior. From a graphical viewpoint, the orbits indeed exhibit the qualities of strange attractors, including low topological dimension and folding behavior, and self-similar structure. In order to understand these transitions, we consider 16 000-iteration reconstructions of the laser output at the critical parameter values. Figure 12 shows the case of l= 16.3 cm, reconstructed three times with successively larger numbers of iterations removed from the beginning of the time series. Plot (a) shows an attractor identical to Fig. 9 , from the first chaotic region. Plot (b), with the first 1250 iterations removed, displays a much more "sparse" looking attractor. When the first 2500 iterations are removed, plot (c) Likewise, we examined the sudden transition at 1--16.72 cm, and found similar behavior. Figure 13 shows the progression of the reconstructed time series, where a region two chaotic transient disappears to leave the region three attractor for oo. This sudden change of attractor and the presence of the chaotic transient indicate that the region two/three transition is also a crisis.
Since adjusting the fiber couplings had a dramati6 effect on the fiber length bifurcation diagram, we decided to investigate fiber coupling as the bifurcation parameter. For a fixed fiber length of 15 cm, we varied the forward and backward fiber coupling coefficients simultaneously 0.1). Figure 14 shows the resulting bifurcation diagram, which is very similar to the fiber length case. Aside from variations in the absolute output energy, the only major difference between the fiber coupling and length cases is the unstable region beyond the second crisis at 7 =0.715. This region exhibits underlying period-two instead of period-four, and also does not reverse bifurcate back to a stable orbit. An embedding dimension calculation shows that this region should be reconstructed in four dimensions, and the resulting largest Lyapunov exponent calculation reveals A 0.31 bits/s, again indicating chaos.
Beyond fiber parameters, we also varied the small-signal gain (which is proportional to the pumping strength in the laboratory), and found results similar to the fiber length case. For small fiber coupling, the laser exhibited quasiperiodicity for large gain, while higher coupling allowed for period-doubling, chaos, and crises. 
CONCLUSIONS
Although the model described above is fairly common for the APM system, one should be aware that certain effects were neglected, including temporal gain saturation (across the pulse profile) and dispersion. The model remains valid in a practical sense however, since temporal gain saturation cannot easily be observed in the laboratory (short timescale), and generally only causes asymmetry in the pulse shape. Moreover, the NaC1 laser is usually operated with dispersion-shifted fiber (D 0 at A 1.55 gm) and dispersion can be neglected to first order.
More important to the implementation of this model were errors due to overly large bandwidth. Because some of the external cavity energy recirculates through the external cavity without being filtered by the gain and tuner plate in the main cavity, it is possible under conditions of large nonlinearity (long fiber, high coupling, large gain, etc.) for the recirculating pulses to obtain huge amounts of chirp after many iterations, corresponding to pulse bandwidths exceeding 100 THz. In the time domain, this corresponds to oscillations on the order of the optical carrier frequency (187.5 THz), at which point the distinction between the optical wave and its envelope is meaningless; i.e., the situation is non-physical.
When such a situation occurs in the model, the center of the pulses typically becomes extremely narrow, eventually collapsing to a point discontinuity. This event results in a drastically altered pulse integral (energy), and manifests itself in a discontinuity in the bifurcation diagram. In fact, such a non-physical discontinuity in a similar model was erroneously reported as hysteresis [1] . Experimentally, this problem would never arise, because optical components would limit the pulse bandwidth to some finite level. We chose to correct this problem by inserting into the external cavity a filter which approximates the finite-bandwidth coating of a typical laboratory mirror, about 100 nm.
SUMMARY
We have modeled the APM laser with a simple set of four difference equations which provide a great amount of insight into the complex dynamics of the APM system. In particular, the model verified quasiperiodicity, period-doubling, and chaos in the laser output. In addition, we explored the nature of the APM chaos, including the dimensionality of the laser dynamics, the reconstructed chaotic attractors, largest Lyapunov exponents, and crisis transitions between different chaotic regions. Our exploration of several different parameter variations should also prove useful to the development of laboratory experiments to verify and exploit the dynamics of the APM system.
